
OPENING SCENE

Scene opens on Charlotte standing on a rooftop. The camera

starts at her eyes and begins to zoom out to reveal

Charlotte and her surroundings

CHARLOTTE

Listen!

Listen!

If there is one thing that I have

learned, it is that you must always

listen.

Listen to your heart, when it beats

your desires.

Listen to the streets, when it

screams its pains.

Listen to France, when it demands

to be heard.

Charlotte looks down, only to jump. She is jumping from

rooftop to rooftop. She sticks the landing but wobbles

slightly. Catching her breath, she looks down at the streets

below. The street is bustling with crowds as they watch a

carriage trot passed. The crowds groan as they watch the

impressive carriage cut through them. While many seem

displeased with the arrival, they remain silent. Charlotte

is noticeably watching the carriage.

CHARLOTTE

Gods agent wears his riches as if

to tempt us. We humbly watch him

pass by and do not question why he

should sleep easier then we. He

knows nothing of living. Living is

hunger. Living is pain. He sits on

his throne and looks down on us,

The Living.

Charlotte begins to walk along the rooftop. She doesn’t seem

interested in the ArchBishops carriage. As she takes a step,

a roof tile slips and falls. We watch as it falls passed the

people leaning out their windows, it misses the crowds and

lands just inches away from the carriage. The tile smashes.

Charlotte panics and is frozen on the rooftop. The noise of

the crowd increases in joy. Across the way, we see others

clamber out their windows and onto their roofs. Ripping up

tiles and hurling them towards the street. Many flee in

fear. Others join the protestors. The horses get agitated as
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tiles fall around them. The carriage flees the street in a

shower of tiles.

Charlotte runs along the rooftop, more and more tiles slip

under her. As she reaches the edge, a man looms over her.

THE MAN

Well done!

Charlotte jumps onto the next roof and runs in the opposite

direction of the carriage.

CHARLOTTE

Many say that was the beginning.

How was I to know? I just wanted to

survive.

We see Charlotte open her satchel and hold an apple. It is

suggested she stole it. She puts it back in her satchel and

continue to run. We see the city in the background.

CHARLOTTE

That day was when I began to

understand. The higher you get, the

farther you fall.

A roof tile smashes on the street and the title Charlotte is

revealed. (Everybody wants to rule the world plays?)


